
ESSAY ON MY FAVOURITE PLACE IN INDIA

words short essay on visit to my favorite Place â€“ Taj Mahal. There are many beautiful and worth seeing historical
places in India. But the Taj Mahal of Agra is .

One such village is Shani Singnapur in Maharashtra. Until the year , Hyderabad was just another state capital
of India. It was one of the most beautiful and serene places I have been too. Multi-coloured pieces of glass and
couplets from the Quran decorated the side walls. It is a beautiful view from the window of the train. Everyone
sitting down at the holiday dinners can be seen making jokes about one another or telling the newest joke he
heard. From the top of the mountains, the villages below look miniscule but beautifully set in the greenery.
The back porch is a place for everyone to sit and relax in the warm sunny breeze and just get out whatever
they need to. I spent many summers with my grandmother when I was younger through my early teen years.
The second day we enjoyed sightseeing in speed boat cruising. I am full of wonder even now. The Asif Jahi
dynasty or the Nizams ruled here for 7 generations spanning more than yrs. The people there are very simple
and are gracious hosts. It was a sight for the Gods to see. We found the graves of the king and the queen under
the dome in a dark chamber. This place has a unique significance that none of the houses in the village have
doors â€” they only have frames because of the belief that there is no theft in the village and if there is any
theft then a deity will punish them. Talking about history, Hyderabad was initially founded by Mohammed
Quli Qutb Shah back in the late 16th century along the banks of Musi river as a capital of one of the five
Deccan Sultanates. It has a rare charm that casts its magic spell on visitors both from India and abroad who
would have thought that a fanciful thought of love-lorn emperor would become a world famous monument.
Being a border territory of India, it requires an entry permit to visit, which is issued from the Kochi office in
Kerala on the mainland. Next, they will take you around the centre and make you meet the quirkily named
elephants, many suffering from physical ailments such as deafness and blindness as a result of their previous
living conditions. Must dos here would be visiting the flower show and Tsomgo Lake. The Virupaksha
temple, the stepped water tank, the Lotus Mahal and the Musical Pillars are must-sees as are nearby places
such as Patadakal, the Badami caves and Aihole. The backwaters are populated with small houses on the either
side. My grandma can always be seen sitting in her living room, next to the front door gazing out of her
window.


